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Marijuana liberalization and public finance: A capital 
market perspective on a public health policy

▪ Cheng, Franco, Lin examine how timing and implementation of medical 

marijuana laws affect states’ credit risk and cost of issuing debt

▪ Follows other work using bond prices as an indicator for the results of 

changing public policy rules

▪ Legalizing medical marijuana, increased use, increased costs to places?

▫ Could there be a beneficial effect – legalization leads to revenues for states/locals?

▪ Empirical question about whether changing policy affects fiscal bottom-line for 

states

▪ Careful study and they find that MML increase state offering spreads by 7 bps, 

which seems related to more marijuana use in place. Careful analysis and 

compelling work.
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Could other factors be driving the results?

▪ Immediately wondering if both passage and change in bond costs could be 

driven by other factor.

▪ Could passage of medical marijuana laws correspond with fiscal stress or 

be picking up changing activities or other things happening that affect bond 

rating? (Pattern of passage, and geography)

▪ Authors do a good job of providing evidence that their results are driven by the 

passage of MML rules and evidence of the mechanism being through 

increased marijuana use.

▪ I believe the results but also had more questions about some of the 

mechanisms and was also curious about how robust the results are and how 

heterogeneous across places. (Maybe follow-on work)
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What is the mechanism at work?

▪ Authors posit related to higher marijuana use and possibly health and 

social issues.

▪ If so, is there a way to check if areas close to borders also face increase usage 

and higher bond costs?

▫ That is look at not whether medical marijuana legal in state but closer to place 

where it is legal

▫ Would this mean results from cross-border tests should go in the opposite 

direction? If close to place with higher levels of access, would there be spillovers?

▪ Can you check differences between state and municipal issuances and see 

how it varies with number of dispensaries or usage within states?

▫ Does it vary across type of government depending on who pays/responsible for 

public health costs?
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What is the mechanism at work?

▪ Are any of the expenses or bond premiums mitigated depending on 

revenue generated by expansion?

▪ That is do taxes or fees on products or dispensaries mitigate effect?

▪ What level of government gets to keep any revenue raised?

▪ How does this change over time? Especially as more states adopt?

▪ Hoping for more details about what might be driving variation as can help 

us understand what the markets are pricing.

▪ And how are results affected by the regional pattern of passage?
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Conclusion

▪ Interesting and carefully done paper examining the capital market 

consequences of passage of medical marijuana laws

▫ 7 bps increase in spreads about ($7.35M in interest costs)

▫ Highlights possibly unconsidered costs of changing policy

▫ Way to try and measure how markets respond to changing public policy

▪ Would love to see authors push further in understanding the mechanism and 

variation across places, how policy implemented and type of bonds most 

vulnerable

▪ Is there evidence that bond markets have taken account of other risky 

behavior?

▫ Can you examine introduction or bans on vaping?
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